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This year’s Daeinshu was the celebration of forty years of Shintaido flowering in the UK. To 
celebrate this, the event was aptly themed Hanami; literally meaning “flower viewing” in 
Japanese. 

In true British tradition we began with wet weather, which meant the opening ceremony and 
first keiko on the Friday evening was held indoors. Ula Chambers led the ceremony, 
welcoming Masashi Minagawa, our international visitors from Italy, Brazil and Czech republic 
and all who we there. 

Introducing the theme of hanami into our warm cozy circle, she invited everyone to name a 
flower which symbolized themselves. There were roses and forget-me-nots, lotuses, 
blossoms, cosmos flowers, hyacinths, sunflowers, peonies and the dandelion with its deep 
roots and ability to spread far and wide. 
Ula then reached into her own heart to reach ours, reminding us of how flowers, even if they 
die, will re-seed and so either spread and grow more flowers or get reborn to flower again.

She then led our circle of flowering keikonins through a warm-up 
where we continually changed 
partners and so spread 
ourselves across the dojo and 
the group. The warm up ended 
with the group in a circle, 
opening and closing, like a 
Forget-me-not, touched by the 
breath that moved within and 
without.
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Then we started the first keiko. Masashi mentioned his inspiration for the weekend; that he 
aimed to structure the event like a symphony, this opening session acting as a prelude. 
Warming us up for the weekend he got us all running on the spot as fast as possible for 9 
seconds! First for the Olympic 100 metre heats, rounds one and two, then the semis and 
then  the finals themselves. And with a wave of the Shintaido magic wand, we all made it 
through all the rounds and we were all winners! I don’t know if there is a name for this on-
the-spot running eiko, but it certainly deserves one, as a humorous, useful and surprisingly 
e!ective practice. It would be used repeatedly in many of the practices throughout the 
weekend. It also set us all in a good mood for the weekend and set everyone laughing…

On the evening of that first night we were treated to a viewing of some sections of the new 
Tenshingoso Arrangements DVD. Directed by David Franklin and produced by David, Gianni 
Rossi and Masashi, with the support of the European Technical Committee, the DVD is the 
culmination of Masashi's life work to date, developing Tenshingoso through kumite 
applications. David’s film-making expertise and talent for dramatic and creative camera-
work shone through, even in these short sections, and we await the final finished product 
with eager anticipation. (David also mentioned that if anyone has experience or knowledge 
in the area of DVD distribution he would very much like to hear from them, as he is not an 
expert in that area – so anyone with any knowledge here, please contact him!). 

Saturday morning started with Matins for a few from the group followed by Taimyo kata led 
by Charles, which was filmed by Laurent, Masashi and Katrina. Filming continued after this 
with Clelie Dudon, David and Gianni doing  “Tensho” (“Little Heaven”) kata under the 
blossoming trees. 

After breakfast, we gathered back in the practice hall for the examinations.  

Charlotte Stace challenged her 
Shintaido Chuto-ka grade 
whilst Andrew Stones and Alex 
Hooper challenged bohjutsu 
second kyu level. Andrew also 
challenged his karate second 
kyu level.

They presented to Ula, David 
and Gianni as the main 
examining instructors.

The exams were followed by the Hanami demonstrations. First, Peter Furtado spoke of his 
early years of keiko and how he had been originally taught that for the first three years of 
kenjutsu practice one should work simply with raising and lowering the sword. His 
demonstration was “Shoko”, which he continued, 
quietly and solidly on one side for the duration of 
the other demonstrations. Movingly he dedicated 
his o!ering to all those British Shintaido 
practitioners who have passed away.

Whilst Peter continued Shoko, the groups gave their demonstrations, the Nailsworth/Bristol 
group led by Katrina Horne
demonstrated Tenshingoso in powerful and harmonious cannon form. In a circle facing 
inwards, they invited five members of the audience to lie down in the centre of the circle, 
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heads together, as if creating a massive flower of 
energy. This was wonderful to witness, and 
described by David Franklin as “truly psychedelic”! 
They followed this with seated one arm 
tenshingoso. 

The Stroud group was led by Nagako Cooper continued the theme of sitting tenshingoso 
which they demonstrated beautifully. This was then followed by the Bath bohjutsu group led 
by Pam Minagawa. They demonstrated Nidan kata and Shinjo Dai Kumi boh with vigour and 
alacrity. 
The Brighton group then demonstrated tenshingoso with variations of open hand and 
kumitachi arrangements. This was another beautiful demonstration to watch. 

The solo demonstrations followed with Andrew Stones demonstrating 
shiho renshu (turning-in-four-directions), based on his personal 
explorations of the various turns in Shinatido. Charles Burns then 
performed a splendid naginata kata. With the propehtic abilites of a 
seer he mentioned that this kata has a strong habit of going wrong and 
asked for us to bear with him if this happened. He then with great 
energy broke his naginata in the middle of the kata! The wooden 
blade, dramatically split into pieces was perhaps symbolic of endings-
and-beginnings: out with the old, to make way for the new! It 
somehow added that extra frissant  to this, the penultimate 
demonstration. With the stoicism and inner strength of all great Britsh 
Shintaido Chairmans he kept calm and carried on to finish his 
demonstration very well.
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After this, Peter concluded Shoko, and along with Ula, the 
two of them together demonstrated old-school eiko 
kumite “to the limit” (“and beyond!”, as one audience 
member exclaimed). 

The morning’s activities were rounded o! with a good keiko session. Gianni, ever creative, 
led some “happy-clappy” jumbi taiso which was great, especially for those who had primarily 
spent the morning as observers and were understandably rather cold. Then keiko-proper, 
led by Masashi, in which we did the Tenshingoso arrangement kihon variations: one-hand 
movements from Tenshingoso practiced in Fudo dachi along with various steps, followed by 
some renki kumite: first just exploring palm-to-palm contact; then jigyoken-to-palm: then 
finally “E” movement renki.

After lunch, we were finally able to go outside to dance with nature in the fine weather! After 
the warm-up led by Peter, Masashi continued with the kumite theme: we revised the 
Diamond sword kata, but empty-handed, and then paired up to practice with one person 
attacking with the on-the-spot-running-eiko, and the other person cutting through them 
with the 8 moves of the Diamond kata. Then in threes, and then in fours, with the various 
groups then demonstrating for each other. We then went on to Mizu-no-nagare kumite, with 
variations from the front and from behind, again, in pairs and then in groups. It was in this 
keiko that a beautiful emissary from Great Nature came to join us: a majestic Red kite circled 
over the keiko field many times, provoking inspiration. Meanwhile, on the ground, Masashi 
continued to weave his symphony, as elements of Tenshingoso and Eiko threaded together 
to blossom into new arrangements for us to explore. 

After the practice was complete, we gathered in a circle and Charles spoke of how, many 
years ago, inspired by Shintaido-of-America’s “Cutting the Blue Sky” book, he had thought it 
would be a great idea to gather some inspirational articles from the many British Shintaido 
newsletters and journals from over the years, and compile a British equivalent, He had done 
a large amount of the compilation work about 10 years ago, but then put the project on hold 
due to time pressures (i.e. virtually running and organizing the whole of British Shintaido!). 
In the
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last few months Laurent had taken over the task, and, armed with awe-inspiring computer 
skills, speedy organization and great love and patience, had actually gotten the book 
published! To the amazement of all, Charles then reached inside a bag and pulled out the 
finished product entitled "Cutting the Grey Skies"! This was immediately and understandably 
followed by a hearty three cheers for both Laurent and Charles. 

The evening comprised of an appropriately moving and enlightening trip down the 40 year 
memory lane of British Shintaido, organized by Peter and Nagako.  

Peter pasted a timeline all around the walls, along with photos and fascinating examples of 
old newsletters. He then compered a wonderful evening of stories-of-the-old-days, of 
Shintaido in Britain (and Britains in Japan!) with his own tales, plus contributions from Pam, 
Ula, Charles, Belinda, Nagako, Gianni, Rachel and Jamie. A common and amusing theme of 
many who spoke was a memory of their very first keiko class. At the end of the jumbi-taiso; 
sweating, feeling great achievement and sometimes sheer exhaustion, they had settled in 
the atmosphere of the end moksu, assuming class was over, only to be shocked or horrified 
to hear the inevitable "now let's begin"!...
The sharing of stories was especially eye-opening for those many of us who weren’t around 
in those days. There was also reminder of the struggle British Shintaido went through in the 
1990s where there were no gasshukus and the future of the organisation seemed unclear. 

Then a lovely presentation of gifts and certificates-of-appreciation for Masashi, Pam, Ula, 
Peter and Charles for their sterling and tireless work for British Shintaido over so many years. 
Because of their selfless devotion we all still experience and share in this beautiful keiko. 
There are no more deserving people for such acknowledgement. 
Then, champaign, and cake and chatting….and finally dancing, late into the night. Then o! 
happily to bed, to sleep, or, as many red-eyes betrayed the next morning, to read and read 
and read….the many tales of heroism and adventure, in “Cutting the Grey Skies”.  One of the 
many exquisite sharings in the book that touched me deeply came early on with the way in 
which Stuart  Blackburn concluded his short piece on ‘Early Keiko Memories”. Looking back 
over his keiko times he says “ My heart sang then and I weep with joy now at the memory”.

The next morning, after more DVD filming and breakfast, out to the keiko field once more. 
Clelie led a great warm up, followed by a wonderful kihon session from David. Then Masashi 
concluded with the rest of the final keiko session of the Daienshu:  more on-the-spot-eiko 
with 8 cuts of Daimond kata (fast becoming a favorite practice of many). We also did a 
simple walking Eiko exercise: Eiko walking instead of running. Masashi mentioned that 
previously he had always had an idea of Eiko (and practice in general) as being very intense 
and requiring great e!ort in order to achieve the goal of  transcendent realization. But then 
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British Shintaido at 40

All photographs courtesy of Kim Chan. Daienshu 2013

recently he had had a dream of himself with another person side-by-side, walking very 
gently with an Eiko type of feeling, “into the light”. So we then did Eiko in pairs, arm-in-arm, 
walking, each person providing a half of complete whole eiko. (Masashi also later mentioned 
he discovered this arm-in-arm practice when working with someone who was very weak with 
cancer, yet still needed to practice eiko). We also went on to do Tenshingoso arm-in-arm 
with a partner, again each providing half the kata to make the whole, and then with three 
people as a “trinity” Tenshingoso. We also did regular one-hand Tenshingoso kumite, plus 
cannon Tenshingoso kumite. Masashi sensei’s deepenings into the many variations and 
flowerings of Eiko and Tenshingoso variations are producing practices which are subtle and 
playful and are curiously healing in their e!ects. They are exercises which call be enjoyed by 
beginners and advanced practitioners alike, and can really bring everyone together in a 
gentle way. Long may this exploration continue!
In British Shintaido tradition, practice had eventually brought the sunshine out from behind 
the clouds and we moved in a brightness not much seen yet this year. The morning was 
rounded o! with exam feedback and closing ceremony. Perhaps because it was bringing  to 
a close the gasshuku that marked the 40 year anniversary, the closing ceremony was 
particularly touching, with, I think, not a dry eye in the house. We were all grateful to have 
been present at this wonderful 40 year Hanami Daienshu, and all now looking forwards to 
the 50-year celebrations in ten year’s time! 

A deep gassho to our senseis and sempais for keeping the keiko alive for us to share! May 
flowers continue to fall and blossoms grow everywhere!



Cutting the Grey Sky – A British Shintaido Retrospective 1973-2013 Hanami Edition

Ula Chambers reviews the latest Shintaido book offering from British Shintaido
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‘Refreshed’ Lightwave Shintaido Eastington



The Origins of Shintaido Jojutsu

“The problem is Master Aoki is a man of inspiration.  I hardly heard any master’s name he had ever declared he 
studied from except Egami-sensei.  So, I am not sure if he has formally taken any lessons from masters of Shinto 
Muso ryu.  One episode I remember is that my brother Jugoro was in charge of collecting all of the traditional 
Jo techniques during the Rakutenkai days!  And, he studied a lot by reading the text book of Shinto Muso-ryu 
Jojutsu, which I took over later in the 1980s!” 

 

“During the development of Shintaido during the days of Rakutenkai, Aoki sensei appointed various particular 
members to be as the official correlators and rememberers of the different aspects of Shintaido. So Juguro Ito 
(Ito sensei’s brother) was responsible for Jojutsu, Okada sensei was responsible for Kenjutsu, and Hokari sensei 
was responsible for bojutsu. Aoki sensei was always moving, always developing new things and passionately 
involved in them, so that when someone would ask him a question regarding the already-established syllabus 
of jo, ken, or bo jutsu, he would more likely refer that person to the relevant assigned Rakutenkai member, rather 
than go into the answers himself.” 

“ “Taishi” in this case is “Ambition”, whilst  “Hojo”, means “Rich Harvest”.
My understanding of this episode is: “Hojo” is the title Master Aoki put on the first Jo kata he came up with in 
the 1970s originally. When he found his second Jo kata in the 1980s, he decided to call it as “Hojo”, and started 
calling his first Jo kata as “Taishi”!
In Japan, there is a saying “Boys be ambitious!/Shonen yo, Taishi wo idake!”  So, from Master Aoki’s point of view, 
he sees some kind of immatureness in the first kata, and he is happy about a lot of matureness he can sees in 
the second one!”



Transforming Conflict with Shintaido



Congratulations!  

What’s in a name?  
Argent - from Silver - a soft and yielding metal that is long lasting, does not corrode and is flexible 
enough to be worked into many shapes.
1. Heraldry
2. Archaic

Silver
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Lightwave  Shintaido
in Eastington



British Shintaido Examination Report

  
Masashi Minagawa 

Charles Burns
Katrina Horne

Shintaido

Karate

Bojutsu

Bath Bo Exam Session - June 2011



Regular Classes
Classes led by current BS instructors or assistants. Shintaido classes and their venues may change, so please check 
before attending an unfamiliar class
Monday

Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday 

Friday

Weekends

Programme, Contacts & Classes
2013-2014 Programme                            See  for further details
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Treasurer
Co-ordinator
BSC Chair
BSC Co-ordinator
Newsletter

*from Autumn 2013

Local Contacts:
Bath
Brighton
Bristol

Nailsworth
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Reading
Stroud

cooopernagako@hotmail.com

charles@shintaido.co.uk
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